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When A4 is a von Neumann algebra on a Hilbert space H and there is a cyclic 
and separating vector in H for IV, the real part HJ of H is an ordered Hilbert space 
with respect to the “natural cone” H+. On this space, we investigate the properties 
of the non-commutative counterpart of the lattice homomorphism, which is called 
on o.d. homomorphism and is defined as a continuous linear operator 4 on H such 
that &H+cH+ and ($(<),@(tr))=O whenever <EH+, qeH+, and (t,n)=O. 
First, it is characterized as a continuous linear operator 4 such that #(H+) c H+ 
and #*b E M n M’, the center of M. Second, we discuss the duals of o-d. 
homomorphisms and, also, when they are normal operators. Third, we consider 
semigroups of o.d. homomorphisms. When {T(t)} is a C,-semigroup of continuous 
linear operators on H with the generator G, one of the results is that each T(t) is an 
o-d. homomorphism if and only if rc D(G) n H’ implies /(I E L?(C) and G satisfies 
“Kato’s equality.” The arguments throughout this paper essentially depend on the 
characterization, due to A. Connes (Ann. Inst. Fourier (Grenoble) 24 (1974). 
121-155) of the order structures of H. r(? 1986 Academs Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let H be a Hilbert space and A4 be a von Neumann algebra on H. We 
assume that there is a cyclic and separating vector to E H for M. Then, by 
the Tomita-Takesaki theory, we have the conjugation operator f and the 
modular operator A associated with to. We denote by H+ the natural cone 
{ A”4x& : x E M+ } = (xj(x& : x E M}, 
where M+ is the positive part of M and j(x) = .JxJ. Then, every element < 
on H such that Jt = 5 has the unique orthogonal decomposition 
{=5+--5- such that ~+EH+, ~-EH+, and (t+, t-)=0. Forthedetails 
of these facts, we refer to [2, Proposition 2.5.261 and [3, Proposition 4.11. 
A continuous linear operator ~+5 on H is called an o.d. homomorphism if, 
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for every <EH such that Jt=& &[)=d(<‘)-q4(5-) is also an 
orthogonal decomposition. In other words, C$ is an o.d. homomorphism if 
and only if 4(Z-Z+) c H+ and (d(t), d(q)) =0 whenever re H+, q EH+, 
and (5, q)=O. 
The o.d. homomorphisms have been defined in general ordered Banach 
spaces which are orthogonally decomposable [S, 61 and, in the case of 
Banach lattices, they are lattice homomorphisms. The aim of this note is to 
investigate the properties of o.d. homomorphisms of the ordered Hilbert 
space defined above. 
Examples of o.d. homomorphisms on H are as follows: 
1. A unitary operator u such that u( H+ ) = H+ is an o.d. 
homomorphism. 
2. For a E 44, the operator aj(a) is an o.d. homomorphism if and only 
if U*UE Mn M’ [6, (3.4)]. 
2. A CHARACTERIZATION OF O.D. HOMOMORPHISMS 
We shall prove the following fact: 
(2.1) I$ is an o.d. homomorphism if and only if q3(Hf) c H+ and 
141 EMnM’. 
We recall that, when C$ is an order isomorphism of H and c,$ = u 141 is the 
polar decomposition, u is a unitary operator such that u(H+ ) = Ht and 
141 = uj(a) for some positive and invertible element a of M. (See 
[3, Theorem 3.31.) 
(2.2) Let q5 be a bijective continuous linear operator on H. Then, I$ is 
an o.d. homomorphism if and only zx for the polar decomposition b = u IdI, u 
is a unitary operator such that u(H+) = H+ and IdI E Mn M’. 
ProoJ: Let +4 be a bijective o.d. homomorphism. Then, &H+ ) c H+. To 
prove that &H+)= H+, assume that do H+. Then, for the orthogonal 
decomposition 5 = 5 + - 5 ~, we have &~‘)>~4(~-)~0. Since Hf is self- 
dual, this implies 
Hence, ~,4((- ) = 0 and l- = 0. Therefore, < E H+. Thus, 1+4 is an order 
isomorphism. Then, from the result [3, Theorem 3.31, quoted above, a > 0 
and uj(a) = IdI= u*4 is an o.d. homomorphism. Hence, by the second 




(2.3) Let aEMand6=a+j(a). Then, 6(H+)cH+ ifandonly if8 
is an o.d. homomorphism. 
Proof Generally, by [2, Theorem 3.4 and Lemma 5.31, the operator 6 
satisfies the condition that (&6q) =0 whenever 5 E H+, q E Hf, and 
(<, q) = 0. Since 6~ E H+ by the assumption, we have (St, 6~) = 0 and 6 is 
an o.d. homomorphism. The converse follows from the definition of the o.d. 
homomorphisms. 
Proof of (2.1). Let 4 be an o.d. homomorphism and 6 = d*& Then, by 
[3, Theorem 3.4 and Lemma 5.33, 6 = a +j(a) for some aE M. Since 
6(H+)c H +, it follows from (2.3) that 6 is an o.d. homomorphism. Now, 
set II/ = 1 + a6, where CI is a positive number such that c1 116 11 < 1. Then, $ is 
a bijective o.d. homomorphism and $ = I$[. Hence, by (2.2) $ E M n M’. 
This implies 6 E M n M’ and hence 141 EM n M’. To prove the converse, let 
~EH+, ~/EH+, and (r, q) = 0. Then, since ~$*4 EM n M’, for the cyclic 
projections pc = [M’t] and pV = [M’q], we have 
(d(5), 4(v))= (4*4P<& Pq’l)= (Pcd*drY PqYl)=O. 
Thus, 4 is an o.d. homomorphism. 
3. DUALS OF O.D. HOMOMORPHISMS 
Let C$ be an o.d. homomorphism and $* be the dual of 4. It is easy to 
construct an example of 4 whose dual is not an o.d. homomorphism in the 
case, for example, when M is an algebra consisting of 3 x 3 matrices. On 
the other hand, if 4 is bijective, the relation 
f$q$* =(($f-‘)*4-y 
shows that #* is an o.d. homomorphism if and only if & ’ is, because, as 
we can see from the proof of (2.2) every bijective o.d. homomorphism 4 
satisfies &H+) = H+. A bijective o.d. homomorphism is called an o.d. 
isomorphism if the inverse is also an o.d. homomorphism. Then, the above 
relation shows that the duals of o.d. iso’morphisms are o.d. isomorphisms. 
(3.1) Every bijective o.d. homomorphism is an o.d. isomorphism. 
Proof. Let 4 be a bijective o.d. homomorphism and 4 = u 141 be the 
polar decomposition. Then, by [2, Theorem 3.2.151 and [3, Theorem 3.33, 
there exists a Jordan *-isomorphism a of M and a central projection e such 
that 
uxu* = a(x)e + Ja(x)*J( 1 - e) for every x E M. 
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Since a(MnM’)cMnM’and d*d~MnM’, 
f&j* = uq5*&4* = a(d*fj)e + Ja(d*d)*J( 1 -e) = a(ti*fj). 
Hence, &* E Mn M’ and 4* is an o.d. homomorphism. By the above 
remark, 4 - ’ is also an o.d. homomorphism. 
It is obvious from (2.1) that c$* is also an o.d. homomorphism if 4 is a 
normal operator. Let R(M, M’) be the von Neumann algebra generated by 
M and M’: it is the cornmutant of Mn M’. 
(3.2) If 4 is an o.d. isomorphism and 4 E R(M, M’), then 4 is nor- 
mal. 
Proof: Let 4 = u 141 be the polar decomposition. By the assumption, the 
unitary operator u belongs to R(M, M’), whereas 141 EM n M’ by (2.1). 
Therefore, u and 141 commute. This implies that C$ is normal. 
A consequence of (3.2) is the following fact: 
(3.3) Suppose that {T(t): - 00 < t < 00 } is a uniformly continuous 
group of o.d. isomorphisms. Then, each T(t) is normal. 
Proof Let G be the generator of {T(t)}. Then, since erG(H+) = Hf for 
all t, it follows from [3, Theorem 3.41, that G = a +j(a) for some aE M. 
Then, T(t) = efaeri@) ER(M, M’). Hence, each T(t) is normal. 
When M is a factor, R(M, M’) contains all continuous linear operators. 
Hence, another consequence of (3.2) is that every o.d. isomorphism of H is 
normal if M is a factor. In this case, every o.d. isomorphism is a unitary 
operator multiplied by a positive number. This fact concerning factors 
follows again from the following fact. 
(3.4) The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) Every o.d. isomorphism of H is normal. 
(2) Every unital Jordan *-isomorphism of M is identical on the center, 
Proof: (1) =z- (2): Let a: M + M be a unital Jordan *-isomorphism. 
Then, as in the proof of (3.1), there exists a unitary operator u such that 
u(H+) = H+ and a central projection e such that 
uxu* = a(x)e + Ja(x)*J( 1 -e) for every x E M. 
Let a E M n M’ be positive and invertible and set 4 = ua. Then, d is an o.d. 
isomorphism. By the assumption, 4*4= &*, that is, a* =au*ua= 
ua*u* = a(a’). Since, for any x E (Mn M’)“, there exists 1> 0 such that 
1 + 1-x is positive and invertible, we can conclude that a(x) =x for every 
xEMnM’. 
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(2) * (1): Let 4 be an o.d. isomorphism and CI be a unital Jordan 
*-isomorphism determined by 4 as in the proof of (3.1), where &* = 
M(#*$) was shown. However, by the assumption, d*d =a(d*4) because 
d*d E A4 n M’. Hence, 4 is normal. 
In [7, (5.1)], we gave an example of von Neumann algebras with the 
property (2) in (3.4) which are not factors. 
4. SEMIGROUPS OF O.D. HOMOMORPHISMS 
When B is a Banach lattice, the o.d. homomorphism with respect o the 
orthogonal decomposition x=x+ -x , x+ A x.- = 0 are the lattice 
homomorphisms. When B is a a-complete Banach lattice, [l, 
Corollary 3.81, states that, if (T(t) : t > 0} is a C,-semigroup with the 
generator G, each T(t) is a lattice homomorphism if and only if x E D(G) 
implies 1x1 ED(G) and 
G 1x1 = sign(x)Gx (Kato’s equality), 
where 
sign(x)Gx=l,i;t~‘(Ix+~Gxl - 1x1). 
Let {T(t)} be a C,-semigroup on the Hilbert space H and G be the 
generator. We set 
HJ= {t~H:Ji;=i”} and D(G)’ = D(G) n HJ. 
For the orthogonal decomposition < = 5 + - 4 ~-, we set 151 = 5 + + 5 -. 
(4.1) Let {T(t)} b e a CO-semigroup on H such that JT(t) = T(t)J 
for all t and G be the generator. Then, the following conditions are 
equivalent : 
(1) Each T(t) is an o.d. homomorphism. 
(2) I~<ED(G)~, then 151 ED(G) and 
G 141 =F;t-‘M+tGtl -ItI). 
Proof: ( 1) = (2): Generally, 5 E D(G) if and only if 
sup tr’ IIT(t)[-4ll < +a3 
o<t=s1 
(See [2, Proposition 3.1.231). Furthermore, we always have 
II I51 - lrl II d 115VII for 5, rl E HJ. 
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Since IT(t)51 = r(t) 151, we can conclude that r~D(G)‘implies Ii;] ED(G). 
Moreover. 
and 
ll~~‘(l~+~~~‘(~(~)5-5)1- 141)-~~‘(15+~G5I - 151) 
=fp’ll lc:+tt~‘(~(t)~-5)1-15+tG5l II 
= lltr'(T(t)l-()-G(ll -0. 
Hence, we have the required (Kato’s) equality. 
(2) 3 (1): The proof is the same as the one in [l] for the case of Banach 
lattices. First, we set b(t) = T(s - t) I T(t)1 for t E (0, s). Then, by the 
assumption, the right-hand derivative of b(t) exists and is equal to zero at 
each 1~ (0, s). Hence, b(t) is constant, b(O)= T(s) 151, and b(s)= \T’(s)t\. 
Another characterization of the generators of such semigroups comes 
from the following simple fact about uniformly continuous semigroups: 
(4.2) For a continuous linear operator G on H, the following con- 
ditions are equivalent :
(1) e*’ is an o.d. homomorphism for each t > 0. 
(2) (i) JG=GJand (Gt,q)=O ift~H+, ~EH+ and (&yl)=O. 
(ii) G+G*EM~M’. 
Before proceeding further, we give two remarks about (4.2). First, by [2, 
Lemma 5.31, the condition (2)(i) is equivalent to e”(H+) = H+ for all real 
number t. The fact that this follows from the condition (1) is a consequence 
of (3.1) because every erG is a bijective o.d. homomorphism. Second, in the 
proof of (1) * (2), we use the following special property of C,-semigroups 
of o.d. homomorphisms which, in general, is not shared by C,-semigroups 
{T(t)} such that T(t)(H+) c H+. 
(4.3) Let {T(f)} b e a C,-semigroup of o.d. homomorphisms and G 
be the generator. Then, if 4 E D(G) +, q E H+, and (5, v) = 0, then 
(G, v)=O. 
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because T(t){ E H+ and q E H+. On the other hand, 
WJ)=!$ t-‘(T(t)t-t, T(th) 
=hi tr’(-5, T(t)q)=O. 
Hence, (G& q) = 0. 
Now, we generalize (4.2) in the following form. Naturally, there are C,- 
semigroups of o.d. homomorphisms. An example is {Ai’ : t 3 0) for the 
modular operator A. 
(4.4) Let {T(t)} b e a C,-semigroup such that T(t)(H+)c Hf and 
G be the generator. Then, the follwing conditions are equivalent: 
(1) Each T(t) is normal and an o.d. homomorphism. 
(2) (i) G is normal and the real part of its spectrum is boundedfrom 
above. 
(ii) G + G* is affiliated with M n M’. 
Proof: The condition (2)(i) is equivalent to the fact that each T(t) is 
normal [4, Theorem 13.371. 
(1) =S (2): By the assumption, T(t)*T(t) E M n M’ for every t and 
{ T(t)*T(t)} is a C,-semigroup with G+ G* as its generator. Hence, 
G + G* is affiliated with M n M’. 
(2) =jr (1): Since each T(t) is normal, G + G* which is affiliated with 
Mn M’, is the generator of the C,-semigroup { T(t)*T(t)}. Hence, 
T( t)*T(t) E M n M’ for each 1. Therefore, each T(t) is an o.d. 
homomorphism. 
It is obvious that a unitary operator u is an o.d. homomorphism if and 
only if u(H+) = Ht. Hence, the combination of (6.3) in [6] and the above 
statements, (4.1) and (4.3), supplies the following fact: 
(4.5) Let {ut} b e a Co-group of unitary operators such that 
u,J= Ju, for all t and G be the generator. Then, u,(H+) = H+ for all t ifand 
only if the following conditions are satisfied 
(1) (ED(G)-’ implies 151 ED(G). 
(2) I~<ED(G)+, neH+, and (c,n)=O, then (G<,n)=O. 
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For the modular operator A, the group (A”) with the generator id 
satisfies these conditions. 
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